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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3198 - 3199

After killing these people, Levi Garrison gasped heavily.

It’s not because of tiredness!

But because of emotional excitement, cool!

Hydra has always been the person he wanted to kill!

This time, he also killed three leaders, how could he be upset?

It’s so exciting!

“Cool! It’s so cool!!!”

Seeing Levi Garrison’s body covered in blood and panting.

The two doctors in the dark also felt that the stagnant air that had been accumulated in
their hearts for a long time was completely released.

Very good!

Levi Garrison did not agree to their conditions to be a fool!

Instead, he killed them all in one go!

The three heads of Hydra don’t know what happened until they die!

Levi Garrison didn’t say a word, why did he suddenly act?

Shouldn’t he have hope for his daughter?
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In the end, he didn’t even ask where his hope was, and just started killing him?

Did he come to find the antidote to detoxify his daughter?

How could you kill someone without saying a word!

Confuse!

They can only take this doubt to the Lord of Hell to ask.

“I’m in a bad mood recently, kill a few enemies to relieve my boredom!”

Levi Garrison slowly turned around and said to the two doctors in the dark.

Understood!

At this moment they understood everything!

It turns out that Levi Garrison is like a mirror in his heart!

Knowing that the Hydra guys are lying to him at all!

There is no way they have an antidote!

To find him is to defraud his resources…

Thinking about the time when he and the scumbags in Tiance Mansion persuaded him, Levi
Garrison was probably annoying.

Don’t people know better than you?

Don’t people know it’s a scam?

Need you to teach?

Levi Garrison knew that this was a scam from beginning to end.
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He knew his situation better than anyone, and knew that the other party would use this to
deal with him.

The reason why he agreed is very simple, it is to kill.

As it is now, kill a refreshing!

Usually these people from Hydra would not come out at all.

And there is the revenge Hydra to prevent the assassination.

They are all obediently staying in the War Bear Country.

Even if you come out, the gods around you are like clouds.

But after Levi Garrison agreed easily, one by one would definitely come out.

All this is in Levi Garrison’s prediction.

Promise them to kill the person who leads the Hydra.

Much better than Levi Garrison imagined.

Never thought that three leaders would come at one time.

In his predictions it was at most a head.

People are killed!

also earned!

“It’s cool!”

Levi Garrison breathed a sigh of relief.

“Really think that I, Levi Garrison, can be deceived by everyone? Ridiculous!”
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“I really thought I was a fool, would you believe that you have an antidote?”

“Even if you have an antidote, do I dare to use it?”

Levi Garrison laughed.

“Hahaha… We really thought you would agree…”

The two doctors in the dark smiled embarrassedly.

Levi Garrison glanced at them and said, “Do I look so gullible?”

“And the last time I cheated, I actually asked them to cheat, let’s see what tricks they are
playing! Anyway, don’t worry, this face will be recovered sooner or later!”

When Levi Garrison and his party returned.

Long Wu and Long San still posted the same.

“I was cheated? I gave the resources to others? Are you comfortable now?”

“Levi Garrison, now you finally know that you are a fool, right?”

Long San and Long Wu asked shyly.

“Snapped!”

“Snapped!”

…

Levi Garrison did not answer them.

Instead, they slapped them in the face with two loud slaps.

Long San and Long Wu were directly stunned by Levi Garrison.
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The two are stupid.

Levi Garrison dared to beat them? ? ?

This is also Levi Garrison’s mercy.

If people from other forces dared to bother him so much, they would have been slapped to
death long ago.

Considering that this is the power of Tiancefu.

Levi Garrison only slapped twice as a warning.

After dozens of seconds, the two reacted while covering their cheeks.

They are gods.

Levi Garrison slapped the gods, which is a shame to them!

“Levi Garrison, you are courting death!!!”

The two ran away.

It’s time to attack Levi Garrison.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3199

They have never been so humiliated!

Especially since they are the gods of Daxia now!

It is the backbone of Daxia!
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Two of the three official gods.

To slap them is to insult them!

Long San and Long Wu are about to attack Levi Garrison.

A war is imminent.

At this time, the two doctors in the dark came forward.

“Go one step further and try? Fighting? Come on!”

“Come on, let’s do it, I see that you are upset!”

The dark doctor exudes a powerful breath.

God’s brain is also in a state of rampage, and he has endured it for a long time.

The gods are also segmented.

Feel the continuous breath of the dark doctor.

Long San and Long Wu were stunned.

They are not on the same level as Doctor Dark, or even the Brain of God.

If you fight, you will definitely suffer.

But now they have already rushed up, and it is difficult to ride a tiger.

Fortunately, at this time, the persuasion came.

Tiance Shenshuai and these people appeared one by one.

In particular, Tiance Shenshuai knew that if these two boys met Levi Garrison, they would
definitely suffer.
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Long San and Long Wu only go down the stairs…

“One word side by side king, did you really give them the resources?”

Someone still couldn’t help but ask.

Levi Garrison turned his head and glanced at him: “My business has nothing to do with you,
don’t ask what you shouldn’t ask!”

…

Far away in the Hydra base in War Bear Country, I received a message that all twenty people
were killed.

“What? The third, sixth, and eighth were all killed???”

The other six leaders all exploded with a bang.

How long have these three brothers followed them?

Been there since the last century.

There has never been danger.

Killed by Levi Garrison like this now?

“Is Levi Garrison crazy? Shouldn’t he give his daughter a chance? Should he agree to even a
little hope?”

“Why did he kill someone directly?”

“I understand, Levi Garrison was leading us out from the beginning to kill us!”

“Levi Garrison’s hatred is unbearable! Don’t try to solve your daughter’s poison! We will use
all means to stop you!”

…
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Levi Garrison was infuriated by giving them completely.

It’s something they didn’t think of anyway.

In the eyes of everyone, as long as Levi Garrison agrees, there will be no problem.

In the end, Levi Garrison was all killed!

He was a murderer from the start!

Be caught off guard!

But Levi Garrison was much more refreshing.

Looking at Levilia, who was lethargic in the past, Levi Garrison sighed, and he finally
considered what the dark doctor said.

Use evil methods to detoxify Levilia.

Although these evil methods may be used by Levilia, they will cause various consequences,
such as Levilia may go crazy.

But in this situation, the self-evolution of the strongest poison is too fast.

One attack is worse than the other.

Levi Garrison was almost unable to hold back.

Crazy is always more poisonous than Levilia, right?

“Let’s try it anyway?”

After thinking about it for a long time, Levi Garrison sighed and could only compromise.

Will decide to tell the dark doctor later.

The Dark Doctor immediately went to look for it.
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Looking for such a strange way to detoxify, naturally, it can’t be too high-profile.

The bounty order is even more useless, so he can only find it secretly.

As for the magic medicine that Yan Zangsheng said, it was too secretive.

Can’t find it at all.

Yan Zangsheng, who had just rested at the moment, sighed and said, “I don’t know what
happened to Levi Garrison’s daughter?”

“Hey, I can detoxify myself, but I can’t do it. This feeling is too uncomfortable!”

The main reason is that the poison in Levilia is too terrible.

He had to concentrate on himself and do everything in his power to do it.

Not necessarily 100% successful.

He wanted to use other small methods to detoxify.

It is better to give the antidote through herbal tea, which will not work.
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